History
Learning about the rulers and
leaders of Roman Britain.
We’ll be studying the growth
of the Roman Empire, who
the leaders were and what
happened to them. We’ll also
learn about what the Romans
did for us.

Outdoor
Education
We’ll be linking
to PSHE and
Keeping safe by
learning about
fire building &
safety.

PE- Tennis
Working on forehands,
backhands, volleys and serves.
Then moving on to
understanding the rules of the
game and concluding by
competing in class games.

Maths

Summer Term 1

*Divide 2 digits by 1 digit.
*Correspondence word problems related to
multiplication and division facts learnt.

Rulers &
Leaders

Fractions

Decimals
Starting with recognising tenths and hundreths
*Tenths and hundreths as decimals
*Divide 1 & 2 digits by 10 and 100
*Making a whole
*Writing, comparing and ordering decimals
*Rounding decimals
*Halves & quarters

Money (measures)
*Converting between pounds and pence
*Ordering & estimating money
*Using the four operations to solve money
problems

Designing algorithms using ‘then’ and ‘if’
statements on Scratch. Design and write
programs that show more complex coding
structures such as selection and repetition. Debug
programs to identify errors in code and correct
them.
To expand their program knowledge by including
variables to achieve specific goals.

Year 4

Concluding Division

Starting with what is a fraction?
*Tenths & counting in tenths
*Equivalent fractions
*Counting, comparing and ordering fractions
*Adding fractions
*Subtracting fractions
*Subtracting fractions from a whole
*Fractions of numbers and objects
*Problem solving- calculating quantities

ICT- Computer Science

PSHE
Keeping Safe- Medicines and
household products that can be
harmful.
Physical health and Mental
wellbeing- Maintaining a balanced
lifestyle.

DT- Shield designing linking to
our History lessons about the
Romans.

Art- Artist: Andy Warhol
Printing repeating designs on our
shields using two colour overlays.

MFL (continued from
Spring) Months of the year
and the definite article: le,
la, l’, les.

MusicGlockenspiel
Musical Activities
using glockenspiels.
We shall learn more
complex rhythm
patterns, compose
and play as a
performance.

English

Science
This half term we’ll be
learning about Animals
including humans: teeth &
the digestive system. We
shall learn to identify the
different types of teeth and
their functions. Linking to PSHE
and oral hygiene and dental
care. As well as learning about
the organs used in the digestive
system and making our own
physical system to explore!

RE After learning about
Christianity in autumn, and
Judaism in spring, we shall now
focus on a comparison between
the two.

Poetry- we shall start the term by
writing onomatopoeic poetry using
repetition.
Non-fiction- then we shall write fact
files linking to History and the Roman
Rulers we’ve learnt.
Fiction- finishing the half term by
writing explanation texts and
creating persuasive adverts linking to
History and the invasion of Europe.
Spellings- Reviewing, testing and
setting new non-negotiable word lists.
We’ll review the long vowel sounds OR
and EAR and finishing the half term
by recapping any unfamiliar phonemes
the children choose.
Grammar- Recapping our prior
knowledge of noun phrases expanded
by the addition of modifying
adjectives, nouns and preposition
phrases.

